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This volume treats Lagrange equations for electromechanical systems, including piezoelectric transducers and selected applications.

It is essentially an extension to piezoelectric systems of the work by Crandall et al.:"Dynamics of Mechanical and Electromechanical Systems", McGraw-Hill, published in 1968. The first three chapters contain classical material based on this and other well-known standard texts in the field, such as Methods of Analytical Dynamics by L. Meirovitch, McGraw-Hill, 1970. Some applications are new (e.g. geophone). Chapters 4 to 6 consist of new material which has not been published in a monograph before. They deal with piezoelectric systems in a unified way, starting from a Lagrangian approach. 

This book will appeal to the research community and graduate students at the MSc and PhD level.
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Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and Transgender Civil Rights: A Public Policy Agenda for Uniting a Divided AmericaRoutledge, 2014

	This book could be aptly entitled After Marriageâ€•What Is Next for the LGBT Community? Now that marriage is increasingly being institutionalized in many states within the United States it is quite likely that marriage will be acceptable in all 50 states (dependent upon action of the U.S. Supreme Court). What lesbian, gay, bisexual,...
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Configuring SAP ERP Sales and DistributionSybex, 2010

	This book provides a deep, working understanding of the essential concepts and customization settings related to the SAP Sales and Distribution (SD) application. SD is one of the most popular modules of the SAP ERP software and indeed the most interesting one to implement.


	Over the years, we have worked on a variety of projects...
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Industry 4.0: The Industrial Internet of ThingsApress, 2016

	Explore the current state of the production, processing, and manufacturing industries and discover what it will take to achieve re-industrialization of the former industrial powerhouses that can counterbalance the benefits of cheap labor providers dominating the industrial sector. This book explores the potential for the Internet of Things...
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Introduction to Software Process Improvement (Undergraduate Topics in Computer Science)Springer, 2010


	The objective of this book is to give an introduction to the software process improvement

	field to computer science students. The well-known Capability Maturity Model Integration

	(CMMI1) is used as the vehicle for software process improvement as it has become the

	de facto standard2 for implementing best practice in software...
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Sophia Loren: Moulding the StarIntellect, 2009

	
		
			In films from Houseboat to The Millionairess to Two Women, Sophia Loren established herself as an actress whose stardom spanned Italy, Europe, and finally Hollywood. Hers was a highly original rise to fame for a European film actress, and in Sophia Loren, Pauline Small highlights a unique career which transcended...
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101 Ways to Promote Your Tourism Business Web Site (101 Ways series)Maximum Press, 2008
Full of practical, proven techniques and step-by-step strategies, this informative resource teaches internet tourism businesses how to attract visitors and convert them into paying customers. With a design that allows each chapter to stand on its own, the book provides easy and immediate implementation...
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